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HISTORIC LANDMARK COMMISSION 

JANUARY 27, 2014 

NATIONAL REGISTER HISTORIC DISTRICT 

NRD-2014-0003 

Zilker Park 

2225 Andrew Zilker Road/Sunshine Camp 

 

PROPOSAL 

Demolish a non-contributing building and construct a new building. 

 

RESEARCH 

There are portions of the building that were constructed c. 1934 as part of the Civil Works 

Administration (CWA) construction that took place at Zilker Park in the winter of 1933-34. 

However, a damaging fire in the 1950s led to significant changes including flattening the 

roof, enlarging window openings, and adding a monitor, which resulted in a loss of the 

building’s historic appearance. 

 

PROJECT SPECIFICATIONS 

The existing c. 1934 building house is a one-story, masonry building with a very low slope, 

standing seam metal roof with a large monitor. The entrance has a low slope gable and is 

accessed by wood stairs. There are large, wooden, multi-paned windows with horizontal 

siding between the window units.  

 

The applicant proposes to construct a 2-3 story building with masonry and horizontal wood 

cladding, and a standing seam metal roofing. The eaves will have exposed rafter ends and 

faux knee braces. There will be numerous multi-paned, metal, casement style windows, and 

multiple metal framed French doors on the front façade. An existing open-sided pavilion 

structure will remain and be incorporated into the new design. 

 

STANDARDS FOR REVIEW 

The existing property is not contributing to the Zilker Park National Register Historic 

District. Applicable general design review guidelines state: 

 

 The distinguishing original qualities or character of a property and its environment 

shall not be destroyed.  Removal or alteration of any historic material or distinctive 

architectural features should be avoided. 

 

 All properties shall be recognized as products of their own time.  Alterations which 

have no historical basis and which seek to create an earlier appearance shall be 

discouraged. 

 

 Changes which have taken place in the course of time may have acquired 

significance in their own right, and shall be recognized and respected. 

 

 Distinctive stylistic features or examples of skilled craftsmanship which characterize 

a property shall be treated with sensitivity. 

 

 Deteriorated architectural features shall be repaired rather than replaced whenever 

possible.  In the event replacement is necessary, the new material should match the 

material being replaced in composition, design, color, texture, and other visual 

qualities. Repair or replacement of missing architectural features should be based on 
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accurate duplications of features, substantiated by historical, physical, or pictorial 

evidence. 

 

 Surface cleaning of structures shall be undertaken with the gentlest means possible.  

Sandblasting and other cleaning methods that will damage the historic building 

materials shall not be undertaken. 

 

 Contemporary design for alterations and additions to existing properties are 

appropriate when such alterations and additions do not destroy significant historic, 

architectural, or cultural material and are compatible with the size, scale, color, 

material, and character of the property, neighborhood, or environment. 

 

 Whenever, possible, new additions or alterations to structures shall be done in such 

a manner that if such additions or alterations were to be removed in the future, the 

essential form and integrity of the structure would not be impaired. 

 

 The installation of protective or code-required mechanical systems shall be concealed 

whenever possible so as not to intrude upon or detract from the property’s aesthetic 

and historical qualities except where concealment would result in the alteration or 

destruction of historically significant materials or spaces. 

 

 Reconstruction of a part or all of a property shall be undertaken only when such 

work is essential to reproduce a significant missing feature in a historic district, and 

documentation exists to ensure an accurate reproduction of the original. 

 

The existing building is listed as non-contributing in the 1997 National Register 

nomination. The design of the new building, although taller than the existing building, is 

minimally, if at all, visible from any other place in the park due to the extensive tree cover 

surrounding the site, and so has minimal impact on the overall integrity of the site. 

 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

Release the permit per the proposed design. 
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PHOTOS 

 
Historic photo of c. 1934 building 

 

 
Current appearance of building 
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Detail of masonry wall. 

 

 
Rendering of new construction as seen through existing tree cover. 
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This product is for informational purposes and may not have been prepared for or be suitable for legal, engineering, or surveying purposes. It does not
represent an on-the-ground survey and represents only the approximate relative location of property boundaries.
This product has been produced by the Planning and Development Review Department for the sole purpose of geographic reference. No warranty is
made by the City of Austin regarding specific accuracy or completeness.
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